
 
 

XENIA and GUBERTI together for the development of 
innovative applications in the thermoplastic composite 
field. 

Xenia, a Company specialized in the development of thermoplastic composite and 
Guberti, leader in the market distribution of thermoplastic materials, are pleased to 
announce a strategic partnership. 

This agreement allows Guberti to follow and develop innovative applications to the most 
advanced and demanding fields in the entire Triveneto area, thanks to Xenia’s support 
and its XECARB. 

“It’s a pleasure to collaborate with a Company such as Guberti, rooted in the territory 
since 1962; whose customer relationship has been established over time and based on 
trust, respect and professionalism” said Mr Fabio Azzolin, President of Xenia. 

“On our behalf, it is strategic to have the opportunity to collaborate with a Company such 
as Xenia” said Antonio Guberti, CEO, “market demands are more selective with high 
technological contents, and it is therefore necessary to have numerous and highly 
advanced materials able to place these requirements. 

Xenia engineers and manufactures reinforced thermoplastics composites for applications 
in the most advanced fields. 

Thermoplastics filled with reinforcing fibers such as carbon or aramid, in combination with 
functional fillers, ceramics or PTFE, for the improvement of mechanical and tribological 
properties. 

The reinforcement fibers, can be combined with “elastomers” for applications where 
flexibility, resistance to fatigue and impact are required; otherwise they can be combined 
with stiffer matrices such as PA, PPS, PPA, PEKK for heavy duty, structural and high 
temperature environments. 

Xenia materials are particularly recommended in Metal Replacement, for industrial works, 
transport, oil and gas, agriculture, and technical sports. 

Xenia has set up its own engineering centre to support all activities from co-design to 
simulation and prototyping, which are necessary to help its customers’ in the “metal 
replacement” path. 

On the other hand, Guberti in its own development in the thermoplastic polymer field has 
grown in the application and knowledge of thermoplastics and has analysed several 



 
 

projects of Metal Replacement, reaching remarkable results in mechanical performances 
added with an important economical advantage for its customers. 

Guberti always offers to its customers a complete service to develop together: starting 
from the application, following its customers during projects, feasibility, development of 
the production process, support and training. 

Guberti does not intend to focus only on commercializing, but on a continuous research 
for a steady and direct relationship with customers in order to guarantee new 
opportunities. 

For further information and solutions of composite and XECARB products of Xenia, please 
contact +39 0424 577516 – email: info@xeniamaterials.com or visit our website: 
www.xeniamaterials.com 

For further information regarding Guberti, please contact +39 0438 411241 – email: 
info@guberti.it or visit its website: www.guberti.it 

XENIA INFORMATION 

Xenia is an Italian Company, which is involved in the engineering and production of 
innovative materials with a polymeric base for the most advanced and demanding sectors 
of applications. 

The Company, situated in Vicenza, has its own engineering centre, which supports 
customers in the development of high-tech components, and a Research & Development 
department dedicated to the innovation of new products. 

GUBERTI INFORMATION 

Guberti is a Company which commercializes thermoplastic pellets and machinery for their 
manufacturing. 

The Company, situated in Treviso, is a supplier leader in national and international 
Companies in the north-eastern part of Italy. 

It is also an irreplaceable partner, not only for raw materials, but even for commercial and 
technical assistance of materials. 
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